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The Walking Dead is a black-and-white comic book series created by writer Robert Kirkman with art
by Tony Moore. It focuses on Rick Grimes, a Kentucky deputy who is shot in the line of duty and
awakens from a coma in a zombie apocalypse that has resulted in a state-wide quarantine. After
joining with other ones, he gradually takes on the role of leader of a community as it struggles to
survive ...
The Walking Dead (comic book) - Wikipedia
The Walking Dead is an American post-apocalyptic horror television series for AMC based on the
comic book series by Robert Kirkman, Tony Moore, and Charlie Adlard.The series features a large
ensemble cast as survivors of a zombie apocalypse, trying to stay alive under near-constant threat
of attacks from the mindless zombies, colloquially known as "walkers".
The Walking Dead (TV series) - Wikipedia
Warning! MAJOR SPOILERS for The Walking Dead season 8 finale ahead!. In Sunday night's finale to
The Walking Dead season 8, the All-Out War between the survivors and The Saviors came to end.
After first crossing paths with Negan in the season 6 finale and witnessing his cruel methods in the
season 7 premiere, Rick swore revenge, beginning a conflict that's raged for more than two
seasons.
The Walking Dead Season 8 Finale Ending Explained | ScreenRant
Welcome to the official home of The Walking Dead from creator Robert Kirkman's Skybound
Entertainment. Show, comic, games, events, we have it all!
The Walking Dead—Shows, Comics, and More - Skybound ...
The Walking Dead to Bring Back Three Characters for Season 9 Showrunner Angela Kang confirmed
during the show’s New York Comic Con panel that the show would be welcoming back three of its
former ...
The Walking Dead - TV Episode Recaps & News - vulture.com
Whether or not The Walking Dead can continue without the man who has been its focal point since
day one is a question likely keeping the AMC bosses up at night. Rick remains the central
protagonist in the show's comic book source material and even though his departure is supposedly
imminent, Rick has remained The Walking Dead's central focus in the first three episodes of season
9.
Walking Dead: Biggest Questions About Rick's Departure
Tumblr is a place to express yourself, discover yourself, and bond over the stuff you love. It's where
your interests connect you with your people.
gif: the walking dead | Tumblr
In terms of the Walking Dead comic books, Kirkman remains the person pulling all of the strings, to
the point that he knows exactly what fate will befall Rick Grimes eventually — and as far as ...
'Walking Dead' creator on Andrew Lincoln's Exit and Rick's ...
[This story contains spoilers from the season nine finale of AMC's The Walking Dead, "The Storm,"
as well as major spoilers from the Walking Dead comic books on which the show is based.]. What
the ...
'Walking Dead' Season 9 Finale Radio Voice, Explained ...
The Walking Dead won’t die. The AMC series about survivors of a zombie apocalypse—many of
whom eventually stop surviving—has marched on even with its splintered tibia sticking out of its ...
10 Facts About The Walking Dead | Mental Floss
This Walking Dead article contains spoilers. Rumors of Rick Grimes’ demise were greatly
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exaggerated. AMC made a meal out of promoting The Walking Dead season 9, episode 5, “What
Comes After ...
The Walking Dead: How Rick Grimes Will Return | Den of Geek
This The Walking Dead feature contains spoilers for the show and the comic. You know what they
say: if you introduce a radio in the first act of a dystopian zombie play, it had better deliver a ...
The Walking Dead Radio Explained | Den of Geek
Big changes are in store for fans of The Walking Dead.Once season 9 begins, it's a safe bet that the
show audiences have flocked to over the past eight years will have a new look and feel.
All Walking Dead season 9 rumors and spoilers leaked so far
Judith Grimes is a survivor of the outbreak in AMC's The Walking Dead. She is the daughter of the
late Lori Grimes and Shane Walsh and the half-sister to the late Carl Grimes. Despite not being her
biological father, Rick Grimes adopted her as his own, caring for and protecting her until his...
Judith Grimes (TV Series) | Walking Dead Wiki | FANDOM ...
A free classifieds site for comic book fans. Buy, sell, and trade comics and related collectibles.
ComicBookClassifieds.com - Buying and selling comic books ...
Welcome to TrevsChan2! TrevsChan2 is a Youtube fan channel dedicated to The Walking Dead,
Game of Thrones, Stranger Things, Gotham, TMNT, Comic Books, Comic ...
Trevschan2 - YouTube
The Los Angeles Times has launched a podcast taking listeners closer to the action of L.A.’s home
teams. Hosted by Beto Durán and featuring The Times’ award-winning reporters and columnists ...
Hero Complex - Los Angeles Times
Set in 1870 in the immediate aftermath of the Civil War, DEAD MAN'S BURDEN is the story of
Martha (Clare Bowen, ABC's Nashville) and her husband Heck (David Call, Tiny Furniture), who are
...
Dead Man's Burden (2013) - Rotten Tomatoes
The rumored leaks were wrong about the ending. That’s the good news. The series finale was the
best Dexter episode in years. That’s the great news. It was also one of the strangest episodes in ...
Dexter series finale recap: Season 8, Episode 12 | EW.com
Secret In Their Eyes is a dark and disturbing psychological thriller. The story follows a former FBI
agent who, after 13 years, has tracked down the killer of his best friend's daughter and seeks ...
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